
 

 

FFWPU USA: Seoul Stampede: Unificationists Join In Prayers, Mourning 
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Unificationists from across America and around the world are offering their heartfelt prayers to the people 

of Korea after a deadly stampede in Seoul claimed the lives of more than 150 people and injured many 

more on Oct. 29. Leaders of the Unification movement shared their deepest condolences to those 

impacted by the tragic event. 
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"Our prayers go out to the families who lost their loved ones, to those who were injured, and to all the 

people who witnessed this horrific scene," stated President Rev. Naokimi Ushiroda on behalf of FFWPU 

USA. "We invite our members to reach out to family and friends in the Republic of Korea to support 

them during this time of grief and to help them to receive the mental, emotional and spiritual healing they 

may need." 



 

 

 

The movement's affiliate organizations responded to the devastating event as well. "We are deeply 

shocked and saddened by the loss of so many precious lives, including young people with promising 

futures ahead," read a joint statement released on behalf of WFWP International by Dr. Julia Moon, 

WFWP international president, and Dr. Sun Jin Moon, WFWP senior vice president. "Our thoughts are 

with the people of the Republic of Korea during this difficult time. We continue to pray for the fast and 

full recovery of those who were injured." 

 

Police say the Halloween crowd had up to 100,000 people gathered in Itaewon, a popular nightlife 

district, before many celebrants surged into a narrow alleyway and were crushed. With an understaffed 

police presence, partygoers performed CPR in an effort to save lives. In the aftermath, mourners laid 

candles and stalks of white chrysanthemums, a symbol of grief in South Korea, at a makeshift altar near 

the Itaewon subway station, news outlets reported. 

 

For Sunhee, a young Unificationist in the U.S. with relatives in Korea, the incident hit close to home. "I 

was shocked about the stampede and all the chaos," she said. "I was thinking about my family but also the 

many people affected by this horrible situation. It's heart-wrenching that something like this could 

happen. My heart and prayers are with everyone in Korea right now." 

 

News reports say all the victims have since been identified, with a vast majority being teenagers and 

young adults in their 20s who were mostly women. The victims include a well-known K-Pop singer, Lee 

Jihan, and at least 26 foreign nationals, two of which have been identified as young Americans. In a 

statement on Twitter, US President Joe Biden also offered his condolences. 

 

"Jill and I are devastated to learn that at least two Americans are among so many who lost their lives in 

Seoul. Our hearts go out to their loved ones in this time of grief, and we continue to pray for the recovery 

of all who were injured," the president said. 

 

Several world leaders, including Chinese President Xi Jinping, Hong Kong Chief Executive John Lee Ka-

chiu, and British Prime Minister Rishi Sunak also expressed their sadness and sympathies to Korea. "All 

our thoughts are with those currently responding and all South Koreans at this very distressing time," 

Sunak wrote on Twitter. 
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First established in South Korea, the Unification movement is an international stronghold headquartered 

in Seoul. Founders Rev. Sun Myung Moon and Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon, natives of modern-day North 

Korea, have dedicated their lives to peacefully reunifying their homeland and hold a deep love and 

respect for Korea's people. Prayer calls have been organized by various Unificationists nationally and 

worldwide. 

 

South Korean flags were flown at half-mast at the government complex as President Yoon Suk-yeol 

announced a weeklong national mourning period until November 5. 
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At Least 151 Killed as Halloween 
Crowd Surge Turns Deadly in South 
Korea 
Dozens more were reported injured when they were crushed 

during a Halloween celebration in Seoul on Saturday night. 
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Follow live news updates of the deadly crowd surge in Seoul. 
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Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

Here's what we know about the deadly night in 
Seoul. 

The Itaewon district in Seoul filled with emergency workers on Sunday morning. Jung 

Yeon-Je/Agence France-Presse - Getty Images 

SEOUL -At least 149 people were killed and another 150 injured 

after they were crushed in a large Halloween crowd in Seoul on 
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Saturday night, the city's fire department said, in one of the 

deadliest peacetime accidents in South Korea's recent history. 

The crowd surge happened during one of the most raucous 

celebrations of the year in the nation's capital, where as many as 

100,000 people, local news media said, had clogged the narrow 

streets of the Itaewon nightlife district Saturday evening for 

Halloween festivities. 

~ Nov. 1, 2022, 11:32 a.m. ET 
\;I Victoria Kim 

Show more 

A nurse who treated victims at the scene in the immediate 

aftermath told MBC, a local broadcaster, that about 50 people laid 

out on the ground showed symptoms of cyanosis, or blue skin, or 

were bleeding from the nose or mouth. Some appeared to be 
bleeding from a fractured skull or had vomited, she said, adding 

most were without a pulse by the time she was on the scene around 

llp.m. 

~ Oct. 30, 2022, 8 :15 a.m. ET 
~ i\Qril Rubin 

The tragedy is Korea's worst in peacetime since the 
2014 Sewol ferry sinking. 

A memorial for the victims of the Sewol ferry inAnsan, South Korea, in April 2014. 
Woohae Cho for The New York Times 

The Itaewon tragedy is the worst peacetime disaster in South 

Korea since the Sewol ferry sank off the country's southwestern 

coast in 2014. 

Like the ferry disaster, the majority of the victims in Itaewon 

appeared to be in their youth - out for Halloween festivities in the 

nightlife district. 

~ Oct. 29, 2022, 10:01 p.m. ET 
~ j Yu Young Jin 

Show more 

Dozens of bodies of victims were first transported to a nearby 

indoor gymnasium, where families had been gathering overnight. 

On Sunday morning, gymnasium officials said that those victims 

had been taken away. At least one police car and one local news 

station remained at the scene. 

Where people were trapped 



Sources: Locations of crowds and victims are from witness statements, videos and photographs. By Marco Hernandez and Pablo Robles; 3D model of 
neighborhood by the Seoul Metropolitan Government. 

"6_ Oct. 29, 2022, 9:52 p.m. ET 
~ Tiffany May 

Britain's prime minister, Rishi Sunak, expressed condolences to 

South Koreans in the aftermath of the deadly crowd surge in Seoul. 

"All our thoughts are with those currently responding and all South 

Koreans at this very distressing time;' he wrote on Twitter. 

Rishi Sunak 0 
@RishiSunak · Follow 
I"' United Kingdo m government official 

Horrific news from Seoul tonight. 

All our thoughts are with those currently responding and 
all South Koreans at this very distressing time. 

1 :01 PM · Oct 29, 2022 
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~ Oct. 29, 2022, 9:33 p.m. ET 
\.# Victoria Kim 
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The death toll has risen to 151, 19 of them foreign nationals, 

according to the national broadcaster, KBS. 

~ Oct. 29, 2022, 9:16 p.m. ET 
~ Su-Hyun Lee 

President Yoon walked to the narrow alley, site of the deadly 

episode. 
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~ Oct. 29, 2022, 9:12 p.m. ET 
~ Su-Hyun Lee 

Part of Itaewon-Ro, a boulevard intersecting a narrow hilly alley 

where people were crushed, was closed off Sunday morning. 

Orange pumpkin-shaped plastic hats and garbage were left in the 

alley. 

Anthony Wallace/Agence France-Presse - Getty Images 

~ Oct. 29, 2022, 9:05 p.m. ET 
~ Victoria Kim 

President Yoon Suk Yeol expressed condolences for the victims and 

his wishes for the speedy recovery of the injured. He said he was 

setting a period of national mourning and would make dealing with 

the aftermath a national priority. "In the center of Seoul, a tragedy 

and disaster occurred that should not have happened," he said in a 

Sunday morning address to the public. 

SEOUL I OCT. 30 
REUTERS 

Oct. 29, 2022, 7:06 p.m. ET 
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Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 
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'I could hardly breathe': A survivor of the crowd 
surge describes a scene of chaos. 



Injured people are helped after deadly crowd surge on Saturday. Lee Jin-Man/Associated 
Press 

SEOUL - Kim Seo-jeong, 17, a high school student, was wearing 

the traditional Chinese dress known as a qipao, holding a folding 

fan, and her friend was dressed as a maid as they joined a 

Halloween crowd in Itaewon, a popular nightlife district in central 

Seoul, on Saturday evening. 

They were excited to be there, having missed previous Halloween 

festivities because of the pandemic. But what was expected to be 

an enjoyable evening out soon turned into a nightmare, as 

thousands of people cramming into a narrow, hilly alley next to the 

Hamilton Hotel created a deadly crowd crush. 

Show more 

Oct. 29, 2022, 6: 16 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

Most of the killed were teenagers or in their 20s, said Choi Seong

beom, a senior official at Seoul's fire department. The dead 

included two foreigners, and 15 other foreigners were injured, Mr. 

Choi said, without specifying their nationalities. 

~ Oct. 29, 2022, 6:16 p.m. ET 
~ Cassandra Vinograd 

President Eiden expressed his condolences to the victims' families 

and extended best wishes for a quick recovery for all those who 

had been injured: "The United States stands with the Republic of 

Korea during this tragic time." 

Oct. 29, 2022, 6:02 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

Families come to a makeshift morgue, waiting for 
news in a predawn vigil. 

The body of a victim of the crowd surge, which left more than 140 people dead, is 

carried on a stretcher in Seoul. Chang w. Lee/The New York Times 

Before dawn on Sunday, a grim gathering was taking shape outside 

the Wonhyoro Multipurpose Indoor Gymnasium, a boxy, silvery 

facility near the Han River in Seoul that in the early morning hours 

had also become a morgue. 

As the toll of dead and injured changed rapidly late Saturday, and 

in the absence of detailed information about the victims among the 

Halloween tragedy, many families came to the gym to see if their 

loved ones were among the 45 bodies taken there. 



Show more 

Oct. 29, 2022, 5:50 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

Early Sunday the death toll rose again, to at least 149, officials said. 

The official number of people still in the hospital dropped to 76, as 

some of the injured began going home after initial treatment. But 

officials said that at least 19 of those remaining were seriously 

wounded. 

Oct. 29, 2022, 4:54 p.m. ET 
John Yoon Reporting from Seoul 

Jake Sullivan, the U.S. national security adviser, offered 

condolences and American support. "The reports out of Seoul are 

heartbreaking. We are thinking about all those who lost loved ones 

and hoping for a quick recovery for those injured," he said. 

Jake Sullivan 0 
@JakeSullivan46 · Follow 

The reports out of Seoul are heartbreaking. We are 
thinking about all those who lost loved ones and hoping 
for a quick recovery for those injured. The United States 
stands ready to provide the Republic of Korea 
with any support it needs. 
1 :14 PM · Oct 29, 2022 CD 
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~ Oct. 29, 2022, 4:43 p.m. ET 
~ Matthew MQoke Bigg, Chang Che, 8 Rril Rubin and John Yoon 

'We couldn't move,' says a witness to the tragedy in 
Seoul. 

Matej Leskovsek/ The New York Times 

The blaze of neon signs and the jumble of big name brands, so 

familiar from nightlife districts in cities across Asia, made the 

horror of what unfolded in Seoul on Saturday night all the more 

jarring. 

Ravo, Fireball Whisky and Oasis Bar & Cafe proclaimed 

advertising hoardings at one intersection of the city's Itaewon 

district. "Happy Halloween," read another big sign in yellow, red, 

pink and blue letters. It was all a magnet for young people looking 

for a good time. 

Show more 



~ Oct. 29, 2022, 4:34 p.m. ET 
~ Axel Boada 

Twitter user @janelles_story, an American living in Seoul, filmed 

herself walking through the large, tightly packed crowd. She can be 

heard repeating, "Oh, my God," as the crowd began to sway. She 

made it home safely, according to her Twitter. 

0 
@janelles_story via Storylul 

Oct. 29, 2022, 4 : 18 p.m. ET 
John Yoon Reporting from Seoul 

Visitors from New York plan for a celebration, and 
instead stumble into a tragedy. 

A group of friends managed to find each other in the crowd, only to see emergency 
workers carrying bodies on the street below. Benedict Manlapaz 

SEOUL- Benedict Manlapaz, a filmmaker visiting from New 

York, arrived at the Itaewon subway station around midnight to 

see the streets jammed with crowds. The people, he said, were 

"irritated;' with some crying. 

"People were shoulder to shoulder;' said Mr. Manlapaz, 23. "There 

was no space to move." 

Oct. 29, 2022, 4:07 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

Show more 

Families were gathering anxiously, waiting for news outside the 

Wonhyoro Multipurpose Indoor Gymnasium, where at least 45 

bodies were taken, with more still arriving, officials said. 

Oct. 29, 2022, 4:05 p.m. ET 
John Yoon Reporting from Seoul 

Choi Jae-won, the health director of Yongsan District, said that 



most of the dead and injured were in their 20s. 

Matej Leskovsek/The New York Times 

Oct. 29, 2022, 3:57 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

ltaewon is a popular nightlife district in central 
Seoul. 

The Itaewon neighborhood, a popular spot for celebrating Halloween, during the 
Covid-19 pandemic in October 2020. Yonhap/EPA, via Shutterstock 

SEOUL - Itaewon, the neighborhood where scores of people were 

killed in a Halloween crowd surge, functions as a hub of central 

Seoul. 

By day, it serves as a traffic and logistics nexus, as it has for 

centuries, ever since invading forces like the Mongols and 
Japanese stationed their troops there. By night, Itaewon bustles as 

a premier entertainment zone, pulsing with stylish bars and 

restaurants, young patrons and foreign tourists. 

Oct. 29, 2022, 3:50 p.m. ET 
John Yoon Reporting from Seoul 

Show more 

Yongsan Fire Chief Choi Seong-beom said that there had been no 

gas leak at site. 

Oct. 29, 2022, 3:50 p.m. ET 
John Yoon Reporting from Seoul 

Of the 146 dead, 101 were transferred to nearby hospitals, including 

Seoul National University Hospital, Gangdong Kyunghee 

University Hospital, Hanyang University Hospital and Korea 

University Hospital, while 45 were taken to a multipurpose 

e:vmnasium near Itaewon. said Choi Seone:-beom. chief of Seoul's 



Yongsan fire department. 

Associated Press 

Oct. 29, 2022, 3:47 p.m. ET 
John Yoon Reporting from Seoul 

Kim Geun-jin, a division commander for the Seoul police, said that 
little could be reported about the cause of the incident as of 4 a.m. 

on Sunday because "identifying the victims is our top priority." He 

added: "Our forensic teams are focused on identifying victims and 

collecting evidence from the site." 

~ Oct. 29, 2022, 3:29 p.m. ET 
~ John Yoon and Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

A makeshift disaster management center is set up as 
rescue efforts continue. 

A makeshift disaster management center near the Hamilton Hotel in Seoul. Chang w. 
Lee/ The New York Times 

SEOUL -As rescue efforts continued in the aftermath of the 

tragedy in Seoul, the authorities created a makeshift disaster 

management center and first aid clinic under several tents in front 

of Hamilton Hotel, near the site of the deadly crowd surge. 

Whiteboards were set up there with information continually 

updated by the authorities, including the death toll, and a list of 

confirmed victims. A desk with a clipboard and a pen was 

dedicated to reporting missing persons. 

Show more 

Oct. 29, 2022, 3:13 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

The toll has risen to at least 146 dead and 150 more injured at the 

Halloween event in Itaewon, Choi Seong-beom, chief of Seoul's 

Yongsan fire department, said at a news conference in Seoul. 



Matej Leskovsek/ The New York Times 

~ Oct. 29, 2022, 3:02 p.m. ET 
~ The New YorkTimes 

A public safety alert was sent via mobile phone to people in the 
area, urging them to return home as soon as possible. 

Oct. 29, 2022, 2:51 p.m. ET 
Paul Mozur Reporting from Seoul 

Emergency vehicles struggled to make their way to and from the 

site, with roads jammed and pedestrians spilling into traffic. 
Around 10:45 p.m. one emergency vehicle packed with rescue 

workers sat in a traffic jam as it tried to make its way to a main 

road where victims were. 

Yonhap via Associated Press 

Oct. 29, 2022, 2:46 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

Medics and police officers, now gathered in the hundreds, say they 

are waiting to identify and confirm the dead. Officials say they will 

give a news briefing at 4 a.m. (3 p.m. Eastern time) 

Oct. 29, 2022, 2:38 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

At least 25 injured people were taken to the hospital while rescuers 

were performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation on them. "The 

death toll could rise;' said Choi Jae-won, a senior Seoul health 

official. 
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Matej Leskovsek/The New York Times 

Oct. 29, 2022, 2:32 p.m. ET 
John Yoon Reporting from Seoul 

"There were so many people that we couldn't move,'' said Song Su

yeon, 46, who was visiting from Incheon and arrived at Itaewon 

station an hour after the event. "It looked like I would have died if I 

had fallen." 

Oct. 29, 2022, 2:20 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

The Itaewon tragedy is the worst peacetime disaster in South 

Korea since the Sewol ferrY- sank in 2014, killing more than 300 

people. 

Oct. 29, 2022, 2:08 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

A procession of medics with stretchers is moving. Each is carting a 

body to an ambulance that is lined up on the street intersecting the 

main Itaewon road. 

Matej Leskovsek/The New York Times 

Oct. 29, 2022, 2:04 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

At least 120 people were killed and an additional 100 were injured 

after they were crushed under a large Halloween crowd in 

Itaewon, central Seoul, said Choi Seong-beom, chief of Seoul's 

Yongsan fire department. Mr. Choi said some of the injured could 

die, too. Of those who were confirmed dead, 74 were in hospital, 

with the rest taken to a nearby gymnasium. (An earlier version of 

this update misstated where the dead were taken. 74 were in the 

hospital and 46 were in a gymnasium, not the other way around.) 

Oct. 29, 2022, 2:02 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

A wave of firefighters equipped with flashlights arrived and 

disappeared into the taped-off alleyway. They would not say what 

they were investigating. 



Jung Yeon-Je/Agence France-Presse ~ Getty Images 

Oct. 29, 2022, 1:54 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

Four blue-uniformed medics are carting a body on a stretcher on 

Itaewon Road, right outside the site of the fatal surge. 

Oct. 29, 2022, 1:54 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

Itaewon developed as a district of bars, nightclubs and shops 

catering to American soldiers based nearby in the decades after 

the Korean War. Now, it is one of the most popular neighborhoods 

in Seoul, known for its nightlife, young patrons, foreign tourists and 

stylish restaurants. 

Chung Sung-Jun/Getty Images 
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Oct. 29, 2022, 1:44 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

The stampede began at a narrow alleyway, right outside exit 2 of 

Itaewon station, outside a row of bars that included, among others, 

Oasis Bar & Cafe, Gathering and Ravo. 

Matej Leskovsek/The New York Times 

Oct. 29, 2022, 1:44 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 



At least 59 people were killed and an additional 150 were injured 

after they were crushed in a large Halloween crowd in Itaewon, 

central Seoul, said Choi Seong-beom, the chief of Seoul's Yongsan 

fire department. Thirteen of those killed were taken to the hospital, 

with the rest still at the scene. 

Oct. 29, 2022, 1:36 p.m. ET 
Choe Sang-Hun Reporting from Seoul 

"The top priority is to evacuate and save the victims. We should 

take them to urgent medical treatment as quickly as possible;' 

President Yoon Suk Yeol told his cabinet, according to his office. 

Oct. 29, 2022, 1:29 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

The crowd has subsided as the police take over. Several bodies 

covered in yellow sheets were sent off in ambulances. Late-night 

partygoers, some in Halloween attire, are still working their way 

home. 

Matej Leskovsek/The New York Times 

Oct. 29, 2022, 1:28 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 
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An emotional bystander at the scene who witnessed the event said 

he saw bodies, limp, on the street. "I wish I hadn't, but I did," he 

said. "It was heartbreaking." 

Oct. 29, 2022, 1:20 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 6' 

A fleet of ambulances are parked outside an Itaewon venue where 

the stampede occurred. Trash is spewed all along the empty 

streets, which are now blocked by a phalanx of yellow-vested 

police. 



Matej Leskovsek/ The New York Times 

Oct. 29, 2022, 1:20 p.m. ET 
Chang Che Reporting from Seoul 

A health worker near the scene told The New York Times that she 

administered CPR to 10 people lying in the street. 

Yonhap News TV via Reuters 
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South Korea begins probe into 
deadly Halloween crush 
By Soo-Hyang Chol and Ju-min Park 

@ Summary dim Companies 

• Death toll rises to 154, 149 injured 

• Government promises thorough investigation 

• Residents, officials offer condolences at memorials 

• Disaster is South Korea's worst since 2014 Sewol ferry sinking 

SEOUL, Oct 31 (Reuters) - South Korean investigators combed footage on 

Monday from more than 50 state and private closed-circuit TV cameras 

as well as from social media looking for answers to how a surge in 

Halloween party-goers trapped in narrow alleys killed so many. 

As the country began a week of mourning, the death toll climbed to 754. 

Another 149 people were injured, 33 of them in serious condition. At least 

26 citizens from 14 countries were among the dead. 

South Korean President Yoon Suk-yeol called for a thorough 

investigation, and authorities said they were focused on reconstructing 

the lead-up to the surge and looking at whether anyone may have been 

responsible for triggering the crush. 

Register for free to 

Reuters and know 
the full story 

Register now 

"We are analysing CCTVs to find out the exact cause of the accident," 

Police chief investigator Nam Gu-jun told reporters. 

"We will continue questioning more witnesses, including nearby shop 

employees," he said. 

Latest Updates 

• Grief-stricken and angry South Korean parents bid final goodbyes to Halloween 

disaster victims 

• Australia asks miners to back referendum on Indigenous rights 

• Factbox: North Asia gears up for peak winter energy demand season 

• North Asia ramps up stockpiling for winter to cut costly spot LNG buys 

• Analysis: Why is North Korea testing so many missiles? 

Tens of thousands of revellers - many in their teens and twenties and 

dressed in costume - had crowded into narrow streets and alleyways of 

the P-QP.Ular ltaewon district on Saturday for the first virtually unrestricted 

Halloween festivities in three years. 

Chaos eruP.ted when people poured into one particularly narrow and 

sloping alley, even after it was already packed, witnesses said. 

Prime Minister Han Duck-soo, who steers a task force team handling the 

accident, said the identification of the victims was nearly complete and 
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runeral preparations could move aneao, promising support ror me 

bereaved families. 

MAKESHIFT ALTAR 

On Monday, people laid white chrysanthemums, drinks and candles at a 

small makeshift altar off an exit of the ltaewon subway station. 

Jung Si-hoon, a retiree, placed an old wooden cross at the altar, saying 

nothing could be done to bring back all the young people who had died. 

[1/6] A person mourns at a group memorial for the victims of a stampede during a 

Halloween festival, at Seoul City Hall Plaza in Seoul, South Korea, October Read more 

( 1 2345 ) 

"Those poor people, all at similar ages to my grandchildren ... What more 

should we say? We should pray for them and wish they rest in peace," he 

said . 

On Monday afternoon, dozens of crime scene investigators and forensics 

officers descended onto the trash-strewn alleys which were eerily quiet 

with many shops and cafes closed. 

One agent with the National Forensic Service team, in white overalls and 

a black ribbon of mourning pinned to his chest, operated a Leica 3D 

scanner, he said, "to capture the scene." 

Yoon paid his respects to victims at a memorial altar near the Seoul city 

hall on Monday, a day after visiting the crush scene and designating 

ltaewon a disaster zone. 

He also met Han and other officials handling the accident, calling for a 

thorough investigation, support for victims and their families and safety 

measures over unorganised large gatherings. 

Yoon said he felt "indescribable sadness and responsibility as the 

president in charge of the life and safety of the people," and it was so 

tragic that many young people, in particular, lost their lives, his deputy 

spokesman said. 

"Above all, it is important to thoroughly investigate the cause of the 

accident and transparently disclose its results," Yoon was quoted as 

telling the meeting. 

"It is necessary to come up with a safety management system for 

preventing crowd accidents that can be applied to voluntary group events 

without an organizer like this one." 



Schools, kindergartens and companies around the country scrapped 

planned Halloween events. K-pop concerts and government briefings 

were also cancelled. 

The crush came as ltaewon was just starting to thrive again after more 

than two years of COVID-19 restrictions. The disaster is the country's 

deadliest since a 2014 ferry sinking that killed 304 people, mainly high 

school students. 

Han said there had been incidents of people propagating hate speech by 

blaming victims, as well as incidents involving the spreading of false 

information and the posting of disturbing scenes of the crush online. A 

National Police Agency official said they were investigating six related 

cases. 
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I"' United States government official 

Jill and I are devastated to learn that at least two 
Americans are among so many who lost their lives in 
Seoul. Our hearts go out to their loved ones in this time 
of grief, and we continue to pray for the recovery of all 
who were injured. 

11:35 AM· Oct 30, 2022 · The White House 
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delious ~ @deliouslious21 · Oct 30 

Replying to @POTUS 

0 

i speak for all when i say step down old man 

0 190 n 9 0 604 

Peanut @mr_wendt · Oct 30 

Replying to @deliouslious21 and @POTUS 

I speak for all when I say to you to chill 

0 33 n 3 0 562 
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Professional Never Jobless Again @ProfessionalYB · Oct 30 

Replying to @POTUS 

we want youngboy as president 

0 11 n1 0 86 

Baulitz a @baulitzinger · Oct 30 

Replying to @ProfessionalYB and @POTUS 

mid boy 

0 4 n 0 32 
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez O @AOC · 8h 

One guy's business plan for a $44 billion over-leveraged purchase is 

apparently to run around and individual ly ask people for $8. 

Remember that next t ime you question yourself or your qualifications. 

Q 13.7K t.1 16.1K 0 132.9K 

Molly Jong-Fast O @MollyJongFast · 22h 

I'm sober 25 yea rs today. 

0 3,462 t.1 1,494 0 71.6K 
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Jeff Tiedrich @itsJeffTiedrich · 19h 

why is the rlcHeSt MaN oN tHe PIAnEt begging me for 8 dolla rs 

0 8,022 t.1 7,711 Q 60K 

Barack Obama O @BarackObama · 20h 

You've only got six days left t o vote in the midterms - and while I know 
you' ve heard this a million t imes already, t his election really is t oo important 

to sit out. 

In many places, your vote could make the difference. 

0 7,706 U 15.2K 0 57.6K 

Show this thread 

Joe Biden O @JoeBiden · 14h 

I"' United States government official 

There's nothing like a t riple-th ick black and white milkshake to celebrate my 

granddaughter Natalie's first time voting. 

Make your plan to vote early or on Election Day at IWillVote.com. 

Q Search Twitter 
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John Fetterman O @JohnFetterman · 18h 

i!i US Senate candidate, PA 

Isn't it ironic that a dude w ith 10 houses is cool with a $7.25 minimum 

wage?? 

Let's final ly Raise the Wage to $15/ hr. All work has dignity. Every paycheck 
should too. !.gg 

0 5,216 t.1. 9,986 <:) 45.BK 

Jennifer "Pro-privacy" Rubin O @JRubinBlogger · 23h 

Let me put it this way: I will leave Twitter rather than pay Musk a single 
dime for anything 

Q 32.5K t.1. 6,489 Q 41.1K 

Joe Biden O @JoeBiden · 10h 

I_, United States government official 

American democracy is under attack because the defeated former 
president of the United States refuses to accept the resu lts of the 2020 

election. 

He refuses to accept the will of the people. 

He refuses to accept the fact that he lost. 

Q 15.5K t.1. 9,637 0 40.2K 
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I_, United States government official 

Today we are announcing our intention to remove Iran from the UN 
Commission on the Status of Women. Given Iran's brutal crackdown on 

women and girls protesting peaceful ly for their rights , Iran is unfit to serve 

on this Commission. 

To the protesters: we see you and we hear you. 

0 4,180 n s,s10 Q 38.9K 

Jeff Tiedrich @itsJeffTiedrich · 17h 

in one day, a blue check went from almost unobtainable to worthless. kind 

of like tesla stock 

0 3,545 n 4,732 <:) 35.9K 

BrooklynDad_Defiant![rn O @mmpadellan · 23h 

Personally, I' ll be glad to temporarily pay a bit more for gas if it means my 
daughter gets to grow up in a country where she's not a second class 

citizen in Gilead. 

l'M VOTI NG BLUE. 

0 3,729 n 7,372 

Robert Reich O @RBReich · 16h 

0 35.BK 

Memo to the Fed: Interest rate hikes aren't working because inflation is 

being driven by corporations using it as cover to price gouge the people. 

0 4,533 U 12.1K 

Mary L Trump O @MaryLTrump · 9h 

Ignore the polls. VOTE. 

#VoteBlueForDemocracy 

0 1,856 n s,3o5 
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David Hogg ~ 0 @davidhogg111 · 9h 

Who's ready for record breaking youth voter turnout? 

0 4,008 t.1. 3,787 0 28.SK 

Andrew Wort man ;;;11ae @AmoneyResists · 17h 

John Eastman's emails say that Clarence Thomas was " the key" in their 

plot to overturn the 2020 election. An impeachment investigation into 

Thomas needs to be announced and every current or formerly elected 

official with even an ounce of integrity should ca ll for his resignation. 

0 579 n 9,394 Q 24.1K 

Everett Stern O @EverettStern1 · 9h 

Fox News says I am now poll ing higher then before at 4% in the U.S. Senate 

race. Please do not vote or write my name in. I dropped out of the Senate 

race and fully endorse John Fetterman. PA MUST be Blue. It is a true honor 

to have run but please understand Democracy is at stake. 

0 435 t.1. 9,945 <:) 23.SK 
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Duty To Warn > @duty2warn · 17h 

The new Eastman emails, which he fought vigorously to keep secret, 
describe Clarence Thomas as the 'only chance' to - possibly - impact the 

2020 vote count in Georgia. The only two conclusions possible are that 
Thomas IS compromised, or they THOUGHT he was. 

0 353 t.1. 8,127 0 23.4K 

Show t his t hread 

Mueller, She Wrote O @MuellerSheWrote · 15h 

THREAD: Thanks to @politico, we now have the 8 emails Judge Carter 

ordered Eastman to hand over to the 1/ 6 committee. And they are 
DAMNING. First, Eastman agrees with Cheesebro that JUSTICE THOMAS is 

their best bet to get a ruling to delay the 1/6 certification. 1/ 
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I th nk I agree w th th s. If the c.ourt were tog ve us · ke 'f, that may be enough to k ck the Georg a Legs ature nto gear. 
because Ive been gett ng a ot of ca s from them nd cat ng to me they re ean ng that way. 

Nna Khan 

I see. 

I haven't focused on the re efsought, but fwhatwe're seekng as somethng that TENTATIVELY hods, ether byway of Pl 
or OJ. that very key the e ectora votes sent n by the B den e actors aren't va d, because the e act on fa ed. as ong as 
that's what the d strct court, or 11th Cr., or Supreme Court says, that's the key, and probab y good enough. 

The po nt s to have the court say that probab y thee ecton was vod, wh ch ought to be enough to prevent the Senate from 
count ng the Bden e ectora votes from Georg a, rght? 

Mere y hav ng th s case pend ng n the Supreme Court, noc ru ed on, m ght be enough to de ay cons derat on of Georg a, 
partcuary f Pencehasthe ega ab tyandw to nserthmsefat eastenoughtowndeay. 

So I woud go fornon-fna reef. tryng to get a statement by a court hepng Trump-Pence by Jan. 6. 

Poss by Thomas wou d end up be ng the key here - c rcu t just oe, r ght? We want to frame th ngs so that Thomas cou d be 
the one to ssue some sort of stay or other c n::u t just ce op non say ng Georg a s n eg t mate doubt Rea st ca y, our on y 
chance to get a favorab e jud ca op non by Jan. 6, wh ch m ght hod up the Georg a count n Congress, s from Thomas -
do you agree. Prof. Eastman? 

Ken 
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Fred Guttenberg O @fred_guttenberg · 17h 

This afternoon, the trial wil l finally conclude with the formal sentencing. It 
had been my intention not to make a comment. However, because of what 

happened yesterday with the Public Defender, I will be making a statement 

at trial today. 

0 745 n 1,998 Q 22.SK 

Duty To Warn > @duty2warn · 18h 

Herschel Walker said he'd proudly compare his resume with that of Barack 

Obama. Obama was a two-term president, who also won the popular vote 

t w ice, won a Nobel Peace Prize, an Emmy, and an Oscar. Walker scored 

some touchdowns and paid for lots of abortions. 

0 2,525 t.1. 5,988 0 22.6K 
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Rob Reiner O @robreiner · 10h 

President Biden couldn't have been clearer. These midterms will determine 

whether we want to preserve our 246 year Democratic experiment in self 

ru le or surrender to the Tyranny of Fascism. 

0 9,621 n 7,os5 0 20.9K 

Mueller, She Wrote O @MuellerSheWrote · 9h 

FUN FACT: Now that Kash Patel has been given limited use immunity, if he 
New to Twitter? 



lies to t he grand ju ry, he can be charged w it h 18 USC 1001 , and if he 

refuses t o answer questions wit hin the scope of his immunit y, he can be 

jailed for civil contempt . Happy Wednesday! 
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CALL TO ACTIVISM @CalltoActivism · 10h 

F·ck Fox News for not airing Pres ident Biden's speech about saving 

democracy. They are a big part of the problem. 

0 2,842 n 4,411 Q 19.9K 

BrooklynDad_Defiant!~ 0 @mmpadellan · 14h 

Inflation is t emporary. 

Fascism is permanent . 

VOTE BLUE. 
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